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Abstract and Keywords
This chapter examines two categories of material culture from the People’s Republic of
China: the remnants of pre-1949 “old society,” designated the “four olds” and the focus of
confiscations during the Cultural Revolution (1966–1976), and the products of “new soci
ety,” made for socialist New China. Using archival material and oral histories, this chap
ter demonstrates how objects were associated with class during the Cultural Revolution.
Objects and class were related in two significant ways: an object’s class category came
from the labor that begat it, and—as possessions were confiscated during the Red
Guards’ house searches—the class status of the owner was reflected in the object. This
chapter also considers the post-Mao afterlives of everyday objects as collectors’ items
and the limits on their interpretation in private museums. Both socialist and postsocialist
China have found it easier to confiscate/collect objects of the past rather than to grapple
with their symbolism, which has become both more powerful and more diverse than ever
prescribed by revolution.
Keywords: China, Cultural Revolution, material culture, four olds, class, collecting, museums

A little boy, born in 1957, rolls his hoop-and-stick down one of the wide avenues of
Shanghai’s former French Concession. He finds a green-and-white mahjong tile, winning
praise from the policeman when he turns it in.1 A young girl from a worker’s family
grieves over the suicide of her mother’s friend, a department store clerk. Her “auntie”
had hidden the family’s gold in the kitchen stove, and when her son revealed its location,
she could not bear the betrayal.2 In Shanghai’s Hongkou District, the Catholic Church is
crammed so full of pianos that they overflow onto the street; it seems that no one is look
ing after them.3 A mahjong tile, bars of gold, pianos: at the beginning of China’s Cultural
Revolution (1966–1976), all three were deemed examples of the “four olds”: old ideology,
old culture, old customs, and old habits. To establish a New China, according to the Cul
tural Revolution’s precepts, the new society had to sweep away all vestiges of the old.
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China’s Cultural Revolution has been called “Mao’s Last Revolution,” an attempt to elimi
nate enemies within the Communist Party allegedly “taking the capitalist road,” and con
currently a bottom-up call on China’s young people to become revolutionary by “making
revolution.” These young people, known as Red Guards, took to the streets in the summer
of 1966 to destroy the “four olds.” They smashed temples, tore down street signs and re
placed them with new names, and attacked people on the street for signs of bourgeoisie
desire: leather shoes, wide-legged pants, permed hair. The attack on the “four olds” legit
imized the Red Guards’ search of private homes (chaojia), as personal possessions be
came evidence. The discovery of gold in the young girl’s auntie’s stove was thus doubly
incriminating: not only did she dream of capitalist restoration, but she attempted to hide
it from the revolutionary masses (Figure 18.1).

Figure 18.1. Artist unknown, “Scatter the Old World,
Build a New World” (1967). IISH Collection BG
D29/184.

The literature on material culture in Mao’s China (1949–1976) has focused primarily on
the new rather than the old, such as Mao objects and their afterlives as Mao kitsch: the
Little Red Book of Chairman Mao’s quotations, Chairman Mao badges, and Cultural
(p. 356)
(p. 357) Revolution posters.4 In an era of extreme scarcity, many of these new
things had to serve a political purpose, though recent research on fashion has demon
strated the persistence of individual style in a period of perceived conformity. Thus, while
everyday consumer goods were emblazoned with political slogans, some people found
ways to inscribe their possessions with alternate meanings.5
Beyond the meaning of objects of “new society” (xin shehui) in their own times, two other
categories of material culture take precedence here: the place of objects from “old soci
ety” (jiu shehui) in the midst of revolution, and then the post–Cultural Revolution collec
tion of the objects from a once-new society. Tracing the material culture of “old society”—
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as objects were wrested from their owners to warehouses of confiscated possessions—re
veals both a politicized relationship between object and class status, and a practical re
purposing of private goods. Examining the material culture of “new society” in China to
day underscores how individuals and collectors grapple with a politically sensitive history.
In both socialist and postsocialist China, confiscation and collection have been easier
than coming to terms with the pasts that Cultural Revolution objects symbolize.

Material Culture, Class Categories, and China
Cultural Revolution actors would have categorized almost anything from before 1949 as
one of the “four olds”; asked to define these, informants replied by listing the four cate
gories, giving various examples of each, or linking the “four olds” to the triumvirate feu
dal-capitalist-revisionist (fengzixiu).6
The history of such objects is far more complex. Scholars have studied the material cul
ture of China from many vantage points. Its archaeological, art historical, and religious
traditions, for example, have yielded rich understandings of life for several millennia. Ex
amining the absorption of foreign cultures, as in the cosmopolitan age of Tang (618–907),
demonstrates how culture in China assimilated a broad range of cultural practices, from
Central Asian musical instruments to the latest hairstyles. At court, imperial collection
was a way to wield cultural power. Writing of the Song emperor Huizong (r. 1100–1125)
and his collection and catalogues, Patricia Ebrey argues that the unprecedented scale of
his collecting projected the “cultural leadership” of the throne vis-à-vis its men of letters.7
Among such educated elites, the art historian Craig Clunas points to the Ming (1368–
1644) as the beginning of China’s early modern period, showing how the commercializa
tion of the market and the attendant rise in wealth led to individuals distinguishing them
selves through collecting; during this period connoisseur handbooks circulated, teaching
individuals to have a proper relationship with their personal treasures.8 The material cul
ture of the last Qing dynasty (1644–1912) is complex and (p. 358) richly documented, and
the imperial collection—divided across the Taiwan strait—is still the object of nationalistic
flurry whenever a contested piece hits the international auction block.9
In the twentieth century, material culture played an important role in the cultivation of
nationalism and the promotion of modernity. In the case of the former, rituals helped
shape the Republican citizen, and rituals were often defined by things, like wearing a
Western suit as a modern official or bowing before the national flag in school.10 Chinese
business associations and nationalists joined forces to promote commodities that were
“China Made.”11 But such prescriptions were difficult to define and even harder to im
pose; ordinary Chinese were much less concerned with national origin, eagerly adopting
foreign things as long as they were practical. Despite the Republican era’s (1912–1949)
nationalism, inherited by the Communists (and sometimes pushed to xenophobia), Frank
Dikötter suggests that “there is no exclusively Chinese material culture either; it was all
but impossible to distinguish ‘native’ and ‘foreign’ by the time the communists seized
power in 1949.”12
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But whether or not it had been possible to distinguish between native and foreign, the
categorization of things was a central feature of both the rhetoric and lived experience of
New China. When the Communist Party came to power, one of its first acts was to seize,
parade, and reallocate the property of landlords in the countryside, and the nationaliza
tion of property in the cities also took place through a series of political movements.13
With an economy focused on heavy rather than light industry, consumer goods were ex
tremely scarce and ordinary people were required to use ration coupons for everything
from a prized bicycle to a scrap of fabric for a sanitary napkin. In this context, poverty
was a virtue and objects of the “old society” were shunned; as one informant (b. 1949) re
members, his father, an official under the former Nationalist regime, had a whole box full
of silk neckties. “And then they were all made into mops, those neckties, mopping from
Liberation until today! (laughs) These were all four olds.”14 Asked whether things had
class, a former factory technician (b. 1944) answered,
Yes, yes we did have this concept. If a thing was very ordinary, something that
everybody else had, then it would be something that belonged to the working
class. But if this thing, say, had some decoration on it, a dragon or a phoenix, then
this was a capitalist thing. Because in ordinary life, what did you need? Why would
you need such a nice thing? If you pursued nice things, if you pursued beautiful
things, well, this was capitalist thinking. The most simple, the most inexpensive,
the most convenient, the most sturdy … and it was best if you could use it for your
life. If you bought something, you were to use it your whole life.15
Yet despite the necessity and revolutionary virtue of plain living, even New China had its
classes. To the consternation of Mao, the cadres of the new society often had access to
special privileges, a phenomenon criticized during the Hundred Flowers Movement
(1956) and in the early Cultural Revolution. Purchases of objects such as bicycles or
wristwatches were important affairs, and the national brands established in this period
provided new ways to stand out. For example, though heads of state like Premier Zhou
(p. 359) Enlai might boast a Shanghai-brand wristwatch (instead of a foreign watch), such
markers were inaccessible to all but a few urbanites. Instead, people turned to other
methods of differentiation, even repurposing foreign burlap bags for clothing that indicat
ed the high political status required to access imported goods.16 Indeed, the actual mater
ial conditions of the Mao era were so associated with one’s new status that a Cultural
Revolution museum today replicates separate dioramas of household interiors: the family
of a worker, a peasant, a soldier, and a cadre (Figure 18.2).17

Figure 18.2. Jianchuan Museum Cluster Exhibition.
Anren Township, Sichuan Province.
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But if the objects of the new society had their own unspoken categories, the material rem
nants of the old society were far less assured of their place. What came to be known as
the “four olds” were products and reflections of China’s feudal and capitalist past, and
they had to be reinscribed or hidden. Thus, art objects were placed in museums, rede
fined as the handiwork of China’s historical working people.18 Temple statuary was culled
during attacks on superstitious beliefs, and temple buildings were eventually boarded up
or made inaccessible from main streets.19 In an atmosphere marked by frequent and un
predictable political campaigns, the objects of old society were thrown away or hidden.
One retired hospital accountant (b. 1955) remembers that her maternal grandmother re
ceived packages from her sisters in Hong Kong and Germany, “qipao and real silk. But
she was afraid to wear them, or even pick them up from the post office. If she wore them,
people would say that she had overseas connections (haiwai guanxi).”20 Of the “four
olds,” one former sent-down youth (b. 1950) relates, “At that time, we didn’t even dare
look at things. If people said they should be burned, then we burned them.”21 In the icon
oclasm of the Cultural Revolution, such material symbols of the old society had to be
purged, their numinous power destroyed. The Red Guards thus searched the darkest and
most private corners for their traces, armed with the material of their imaginations and
breaking into the sanctity of the home.

The House Search and the Attack on the “Four
Olds”
As a ten-year-old boy, the cultural critic Fu Jin (b. 1956) remembers, he followed the
grown-ups as they carried out a house search in the Zhejiang countryside. He explained
(p. 360) that he did have an idea of what he might find in the landlord’s house, and that
they were mostly looking for “restoration accounts” (biantianzhang), or land deeds and
other documents saved in anticipation of a “change of sky.” Fu recalls, “At that age, we’d
think that, well, landlords were always thinking of restoration, waiting for the Guomin
dang to return and annihilate the Communists, for Chiang Kai-shek to come. So we also
thought there’d be weapons, and radio transmitters, because they were probably also
spies.” In the midst of the house search, Fu found a bobbin for the sewing machine and
seized it in triumph, thinking that it might have film or top-secret information on it. He
presented it to the grown-ups, and they laughed (Figure 18.3).22
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Figure 18.3. Preparatory Committee of the East Chi
na Branch of the Chinese People’s Committee to Pre
serve World Peace and Oppose American Oppres
sion, “Special agent! Where are you running
to?” (1951). Published by Shanghai Shengsheng Art
Company. Private Collection, PC-195a-s-002.

The attack on the “four olds” and the house searches that followed are perhaps some of
the most iconic scenes of the Cultural Revolution. Part of this is because the earliest émi
gré authors of Cultural Revolution memoirs were elites who were the first to be targeted.
In Life and Death in Shanghai, for example, Nien Cheng relates a scene of wanton looting
and destruction; Red Guards take her jewelry, burn her books, and crush her porcelain
under their feet.23 Another reason is that these campaigns were at once the most public
and most private of affairs. The attack on the “four olds” could be conducted (p. 361) on
the street as well as in the home, and after the house search ransacked an individual
household, the accusatory objects were then put on display. As Jie Li writes in her micro
history of the Shanghai alleyway, house searches “turned domestic artifacts into evidence
that incriminated their owners.”24
In the initial chaos, some Red Guards burned “four olds” in bonfires, but later on they be
came object lessons. As a piano professor (b. 1959) describes, “They would put out tables
and display the things they had found. Then everyone would see it, and see how corrupt
that family was. What was put out? Vases, porcelain, carved things … really beautiful
things. Also leather shoes and Western suits. In any case, they’d put it all outside, and
then carts would come and take it all away.”25 A high school physical education teacher
(b. 1942) remembers how his own leather shoes were hung at the school gate, with a sign
identifying him as a capitalist, “And what were you going to do about it? I wasn’t the only
one; they did this to everybody.”26
Directed by central authorities in Beijing, the Red Guards eventually organized elaborate
exhibitions that displayed the fruit of their house searches. The exhibited pieces could al
so be mobilized for individual mass struggle sessions, the equivalent of a show trial. In
one particularly memorable case, a professor at Fudan University was labeled a counter
revolutionary, and after the struggle session spectators were invited to look over evidence
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assembled on tables. The professor had previously been made to participate in labor, re
sulting in a layer of calluses on his feet. One informant explains, “He had pared the cal
luses off his feet, and wrapped them up—who knows why—but when they searched his
house, they found the calluses. So the Red Guards tacked the calluses up on a bulletin
board to show everyone, saying that Professor X had rejected this badge of labor. He was
a counterrevolutionary.”27
Most of the house searches did not turn up anything so graphic, but they followed a pat
tern. Red Guards, sometimes supplied with name lists from the Public Security Bureau or
from the work units to which individuals belonged, would appear at one’s door. Occu
pants of the house would be cordoned off in another room while the Red Guards carried
out their search. One man (b. 1949) recounts a house search that he participated in:
There was this rosewood chair, and we thought there might be something in it, so
we pried it open. And there was a leather sofa, so we slashed it open. And the
floorboards, we thought maybe they’d be guns or swords hidden underneath, so
we broke them up. From when we were little, we’d be educated about capitalist
things and landlord things … they were all bad. All of these things were extrava
gances; they were all gained from exploiting the sweat and blood of us working
people. So if we saw them, they should be taken away; [capitalists and landlords]
shouldn’t be allowed to live that kind of life. So that was the logic of Cultural Rev
olution house searches, to take those things away and make everyone equal.28
How had these young people come to associate objects with the “four olds,” with feudal
ism-capitalism-revisionism, and with class? The former Red Guard just quoted explains
that it was part of their generation’s education. For all of these young people who had
“grown up under the red flag,” everything from school lessons to movies por
trayed new society in contrast to the old. In comic books and propaganda posters, the
(p. 362)

counterrevolutionary is usually portrayed with several items: a Guomindang flag, a gun, a
radio transmitter. Exhibits and newspaper articles displayed and described objects al
legedly found at the scene of the crime. In the denunciation of Shanghai’s Bishop Gong,
for example (which was later replicated in a children’s exhibition), a cache of weapons
was found in a well.29 Such objects were so typical that one wonders if the Public Securi
ty Bureau did not keep boxes full of counterrevolutionary sets handy.
Beyond the specific type of the counterrevolutionary, objects were clearly linked to class.
Some informants linked objects with their owners and their use; “for example, the things
that you used for farming were workers’ things, and the things used by the landlord were
those that served a life of luxury.”30 Along the same lines, proletarian objects were begot
ten with one’s own labor. Asked if a worker could have jewelry, the factory technician ex
plained, “Yes, but this was totally different [from a capitalist having jewelry]. Because we
could see their labor, every day they were working. And if they earned a ring with their
own labor, well, this was two different things.”31
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Others identified proletarian things for their simplicity and capitalist things for their ex
travagance; “capitalist furniture was all carved. In our house, all of the furniture was
square and flat.”32 Sometimes collectively owned furniture was even stamped with the
name of the work unit, as one retired cadre (b. 1954) remembers. His family had come to
Shanghai with the PLA as part of the takeover; allocated a flat in Shanghai’s best district,
they had only the Public Security Bureau–issued (and stamped) furniture to put in it. “We
had a couple of iron-rail beds, a square table, not much at all. And it didn’t match the sur
roundings … so people would look at your furniture and immediately know that you didn’t
belong there.”33 Many were shocked and dazzled by things they had not seen before, and
gold was the most outstanding example. Describing a “four olds” exhibition, held in a
temple on Zhenru County’s commune, one informant (b. 1952) says, “At that time the oldhundred-names, the ordinary people, they’d never have something like gold bars. So
they’d think, ‘Whoa, there are gold bars! Or silver pieces!’ And if you had never seen this
kind of thing, it would be really shocking … where did it come from? And you’d think,
well, it came from exploitation.”34 Almost fifty years later a former factory worker (b.
1947) still remembers the heft of the bag of gold bars from her factory’s former boss’s
manager, the gold bars as proof of a crime (zuizheng).
After the attack on the “four olds,” what was to become of the Red Guards’ material
achievements (gongxun)? Red Guards actually put on exhibitions which legitimized their
own movement, laying bare the fact that supposed counterrevolutionaries had four olds
and that they had hidden them from view. Thus, a teapot with gold in its false bottom was
a better exhibition object than gold itself, showing the capitalists’ treachery and the Red
Guards’ acuity. But there may have been a far more practical reason behind the Red
Guard exhibitions, which was to provide the state with an inventory and prevent—in the
midst of chaos—wide-scale theft. As it turned out, the objects of old society would still
have a place in the new.

(p. 363)

Old Society in New Society

Much of what we know of the fate of the “four olds” is anecdotal and fragmentary. The
same Cultural Revolution memoirists who wrote of their homes being searched some
times include accounts of what they received back, if anything at all. Interviewees may al
so have a sense of what happened, remembering their own family’s return (or that of a
relative) of confiscated items. One woman (b. 1956) recalls that her “house was filled
with books, because that is what my father liked best … then after the Cultural Revolu
tion, we were supposed to get things back, and my father saw the books, but realized
they weren’t our family’s original books. All the good ones were gone. A receipt? No, we
didn’t get anything like a receipt.”35 Others remember the availability of fine furniture
and antiquities in second-hand shops. A semiretired professor (b. 1943) explains, “Later, I
remember, these items would be sold to others. Maybe the best things, the paintings, or
gold, maybe these would disappear. But other things, you couldn’t keep them forever in
the storehouses, so they’d be auctioned off for really cheap. Or they’d give out tickets,
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and you could take your ticket and go inside and pick out one or two things. You had to
pay for them, but it wasn’t very much.”36
The archival evidence, or what is known to be in the archive, is similarly fragmentary.
What is listed in archives is clearly limited in scope and also off-limits for photocopying,
the contents both cause for discomfort and potentially troublesome. But from what little
is publicly available (at least for reading), we can reconstruct a complicated system of
dealing with the material of the house search. Perhaps the best known was the institu
tionalized protection of cultural relics, many of which form the basis of significant state
collections today. But at a time when nothing was wasted, and in a country with a long
history of bureaucratic organization, a system for sorting confiscated objects (usually
chaojia wuzi, for “house-search property” or chachao wuzi for “examine-confiscate prop
erty”) was set in motion by January of 1967. Thus, we can trace the fate of those pianos
jamming the entrance to the Hongkou District Cathedral. In 1969, the Shanghai Bureau
of Education took charge of the repair and redistribution of 597 confiscated pianos, allo
cating them to primary and secondary schools in Shanghai and surrounding counties.
Calling their project a “political responsibility, an achievement established by the revolu
tionary Red Guards during this Proletarian Cultural Revolution,” the Bureau of Education
called for propaganda on “cherishing public property” and for each piano to be tagged
with a sign explaining its maintenance and care (Figure 18.4).37

Figure 18.4. Piano painted with slogans: Front: “Art
and culture serve the workers, peasants, and sol
diers”; left: “Serve socialism”; right: “Serve proletari
an politics,” Jianchuan Museum Cluster, Anren Town
ship, Sichuan Province.
Photograph by Denise Y. Ho (2014).

In Shanghai, throughout the Red Guard movement, the Party Committee kept track of the
numbers of houses searched and what was confiscated. According to a 1967 report by the
Shanghai Revolutionary Committee (which replaced the 1966 Shanghai Party Committee
as the ruling power), the Red Guards had “smashed the four olds of the capitalist classes,
confiscating from the homes of the old parasites and blood-sucking vampires. Their har
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vest was great, and they made an immortal contribution to the Great Cultural Revolu
tion.” Following 1966 statistics, 150,000 homes in Shanghai were (p. 364) searched,
among which 50,000 were those of capitalists and 57,000 homes belonged to what were
known as the five black categories (heiwulei), or the difufanhuaiyou (landlords, rich peas
ants, counterrevolutionaries, bad elements, and rightists).38 The materials from all of the
households included the following:
• Thirty tons of gold
• 300,000 pieces of jewelry
• 3,300,000 yuan in foreign currency
• 370,000,000 yuan in deposits and bonds
• 598 guns
• 10,000 knives
• 400 counterrevolutionary documents
• 448 liang of opium
• 900,000 pieces of gold and silver jewelry
• 3,300,000 yuan in American currency
• 2,400,000 silver dollars
• 117,000 bullets
• 5,700 transistor radios
(p. 365)

Directed by central authorities from Beijing, Shanghai established a team for pro

cessing confiscated materials (chaojia wuzi chuli lingdao xiaozu). Though the initial impe
tus for their organization appeared to be the protection of cultural relics, the team point
ed out that work units were not paying sufficient attention to confiscated materials, al
lowing things to be damaged, lost, or stolen. Some work units had accounting systems,
taking stock of Red Guard confiscations, while others had none at all. The Party’s Central
Committee stressed that items should be returned according to policy, but the Shanghai
team admitted that policies were not clear. For example, they asked, “What is an ‘unlaw
ful person,’ how does one determine who is a capitalist element and who a petty bour
geoisie element, how should one differentiate between capitalists and their descendants,
and how many daily use items are appropriate to return?”39
These bureaucratic activities were by no means limited to Shanghai, though Shanghai—
historically a center of capitalism, wealth, and connoisseurship—was the biggest center
for house searches and perhaps the most fruitful ground for Red Guard “achievements.”
Documents from Beijing show that the processing of confiscated items was a nationwide
movement. In March, prior to the establishment of the Shanghai team, the Central Com
mittee issued regulations which allowed for “revolutionary masses or working people” to
have wrongly confiscated items returned (and restitution paid). The property of the five
black elements (with the exception of a few daily necessities) was to be turned over to
higher authorities. Furthermore, reiterating an exemplary case from Guangxi Province,
the Central Committee declared that gold, silver, foreign currency, or large amounts of
renminbi, as well as “high-class daily use articles including fur, leather clothing, or watch
es,” be confiscated. Stealing and embezzlement were prohibited, but property or modest
amounts of cash could be used in service of the Cultural Revolution.40
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But as Shanghai’s response indicated, actually determining who should be allowed to
have what, and what to do with all of old society’s objects was far less clear. The incom
plete paper trail in the archive suggests that Shanghai officials struggled with this inven
tory from the day the Shanghai team was established until long after the Cultural Revolu
tion was over in 1976. Just as objects were linked with the class of their owner during the
house search, so the particular—and changing—class status of the owner determined the
fate of his property. In the summer of 1967, for example, the Shanghai team issued a list
of questions and answers meant to clarify the processing of confiscated property. Al
lowances were made, for example, for those of the five black categories and capitalists
who were struggling to survive: they could be allotted daily living necessities (pending
approval from the revolutionary masses), granted half a year’s basic living allowance, or
withdraw from confiscated cash enough to “support the lowest limit of daily living.”41 A
distinction was made between items begotten by labor and exploitation. For example, the
children of capitalists could receive property that had been earned through their own
work, as could a spouse of one of the Five Black Elements. Those revolutionary masses
and working people who had turned in their own gold and silver (earned through labor)
could also have their property back.42 The questions and answers also provided for those
whose status had changed, although often the default answer was to postpone process
ing. Wrongly accused revolutionary cadres, for instance, could (p. 366) get their property
back, but members of the Five Black Elements who had completed their sentence or who
had their “political hats” removed would only have their property suspended.43 Other cat
egories of things were permitted to be liquidated; the foreign securities of the capitalists
were to be exchanged for foreign currency, usable commodities could be appropriated for
production, and in one peculiarly specific answer, confiscated electric fans were to be
turned over to the Commerce Bureau for service in Shanghai’s sweltering summers.44
For several more years, the management of confiscated property in Shanghai continued
to be plagued with the problem of classifying their owners, occupying the attention of al
most a hundred cadres as late as 1969. The number of houses searched rose to 270,000,
but only 130,000 of these households belonged to the Five Black Elements, illegal ele
ments, or capitalist class elements. The property of the remaining households had been
put on hold, because their status was unclear. They neither fit the category of “antagonis
tic contradiction”(diwo maodun) nor were they an “exploiting element” (boxue jiejifenzi),
including “educable” children of capitalists, those with histories of political problems,
those with minor cases of exploitation, petty shop owners, private doctors, and religious
personnel. These types, Shanghai authorities concluded, should have property gained
through labor and daily necessities returned.45
Even with these provisions, vast quantities of stuff—including items of high value—re
mained in various warehouses. Also in 1969, the Shanghai Revolutionary Committee re
ceived a report on the processing of “four olds commodities” (sijiu shangpin), which num
bered over 370,000 items and included things like clothing, shoes and hats, appliances,
cosmetics, porcelain, and other decorative objects. The Shanghai Number One Commerce
Bureau (diyi shangyeju), an organization that had previously put on a large Red Guard ex
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hibition, found itself with hundreds of thousands of items and was eager to get rid of
them.46
The Commerce Bureau argued for selling them, explaining that many of the decorative
objects were foreign antiquities from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, with a
high international market value. Admitting that such art objects were the products of the
foreign working class, the Commerce Bureau nonetheless suggested that they were best
suited for a feudal-capitalist-revisionist lifestyle and were “needed by foreign capitalist
society” (guowai zibenzhuyi shehui suo xuyao). Thus, these commodities could be sold to
foreigners, either at special sales counters or directly overseas. Items of low value, such
as kitchenware and approved leather shoes, could be provided to secondhand shops in
China, and items deemed unsuitable for ordinary people could be taken apart for their
materials.47 Though this report suggests that only low-value daily necessities made it to
secondhand shops, a piece of ephemera suggests the contrary. A price list for confiscated
objects from the period shows that high-value things were sold, including watches,
sewing machines, radios, bicycles, bedding, furniture, and furs. Watches, for example,
were divided by brand; a Rolex cost 265 yuan and an Omega, 171. One could furnish an
entire apartment with the furniture listed, and also fill one’s closet with down comforters,
woolen clothing, and mink coats (48 yuan for long, 41 for short).48
(p. 367)

It is unclear who exactly profited from the liquidation of the “four olds” commodi

ties, but as for gold and silver—which had been deposited in the People’s Bank and pre
sumably more carefully managed—metals were also processed in 1969–1970. In response
to Mao’s call for wartime readiness (at this point, with the Soviet Union), gold and silver
were handed in for raw materials or conversion to foreign currency.49 Thereafter, much of
the work of processing slowed down; the organization that managed antiquities and
books, for example, stopped receiving materials by the end of 1974.50 Starting in 1971,
national capitalists (minzu zichan jieji) began to receive confiscated items; a 1973 report
suggests that everyday objects and about 56 percent of property were returned by that
time.51 In 1979 and after the end of the Cultural Revolution, the Shanghai Party
Committee’s United Front Department issued regulations on the restitution of liquidated
bank deposits, withheld salary, and confiscated housing. However, art, antiquities, and
rare books that had belonged to capitalists were to be preserved (shouguan) by the state;
former owners would receive material compensation or certificates of merit in
exchange.52 In the following year, the Shanghai team for processing confiscated property
was finally dissolved, four years after the Cultural Revolution’s end. At that moment the
Party Committee agreed to return property not only to the national capitalists but also to
those who had their “rightist” designation annulled and to those enemies who had re
turned to the fold of the people. But by this time, many of those who were still catego
rized as one of the bad elements were already dead.53
What is the point of reconstructing the bureaucratic system by which the detritus of the
“old society” was processed? First, it tells us something about the revolutionary state. Al
though the ideology of revolution condemned the “four olds” as excrescences on building
a new society, authorities were eminently practical, willing to repurpose electric fans and
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pianos, to sell foreign antiquities and even luxury goods. In the process of sorting, the
revolutionary state did attempt to record and manage confiscated properties, returning
them when political designations allowed. Second, the bureaucratic system tells us some
thing about the way objects continued to be inflected with class, here the class status of
their owners. If pre–Cultural Revolution culture and society had ascribed a sense of class
to objects eventually deemed “four olds,” then the Cultural Revolution perpetuated this
association by linking property rights to class and legitimate property to that begotten by
labor.
It could be argued that the trauma of the house search and the insecurity of one’s proper
ty continue to affect China today. Some people declined to have their property returned.
As one informant (b. 1949) explained, “Many people were too afraid to take [their things]
back. They thought, if there are more movements in the future, ‘I wouldn’t be able to bear
it … I don’t want them back. If I can be a proletarian, then I could rest easy.’ Some people
even denied that things were theirs.”54 Several people mentioned that those who had suf
fered the most were the most eager to go abroad or at least send their children abroad.
One couple in their seventies, themselves from worker families, said that one still has no
sense of security today; anyone who can will move their property abroad.55

(p. 368)

Collecting after the Cultural Revolution

Those with good class backgrounds could buy items classified as the “four olds,” and
many were very grateful to do so.56 Others received gifts from people who knew their
homes were about to be searched; the piano professor, from a worker’s “red” family, went
with his elder brother to cart away objects from the home of a capitalist who was also a
family friend.57 Still others used the opportunity of the secondhand shops to start collec
tions of their own. One informant (b. 1949), who as a Red Guard once saw the gilded
teacups of a house search as “capitalist, as rotten (fuxiu)” became a collector himself
from 1977. He explained that he began his collection from confiscated property in sec
ondhand shops, “At that time you could buy a Qing (1644–1912) dynasty cup for one ren
minbi, and even at one renminbi no one would buy it! Of course, at that time salaries
weren’t that high either, maybe thirty-six renminbi a month. So each month I’d set aside a
third of my salary to buy things, and slowly the shopkeepers got to know me.”58
Collecting antiquities as well as Cultural Revolution ephemera, this last informant is one
of many private collectors in China today. Despite the post–Mao reform era’s obsession
with acquiring the new and modern, and today’s Chinese consumer taking over interna
tional luxury markets, the material culture of the Cultural Revolution has taken on a sec
ond life. Indeed, both Chinese and foreign enthusiasm for collecting Cultural Revolution
artifacts has created a huge industry.59
In China, most private collectors are like this Shanghai informant, with small collections
built from local shops or perhaps on the used book market online. They collect for their
own pleasure. As he explains, “It’s just a hobby … I like it … and anyway each thing has a
story. I could buy something, and have a dialogue with it … there was so much to learn.
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How can you show that you are Chinese? The only thing you have left is culture (wenhua),
represented by cultural relics (wenwu) … a family is like this, and a country is like this.
Documents alone are not enough, archives are not enough. Cultural relics are witnesses
of history (lishi de jianzheng).”60 Though this collector participates in periodic exhibitions
in his neighborhood, others have gone further to open private museums even before they
are permitted to by the state.
Notable among these collectors is Yang Peiming (b. 1945), a former English professor
who began collecting Mao-era propaganda posters in 1995. Yang exhibits his poster col
lection in the basement rooms of an apartment building, and his Propaganda Poster Art
Center has become a popular stop for foreign tourists in Shanghai. On my visits over the
years, the visitors have mostly been foreign tourists, but Chinese visitors now number
among them, and study-abroad students often come as a group. In 2012, Yang Peiming’s
museum was finally registered as a private museum, and parts of his collection are exhib
ited in China and overseas.61
But perhaps the most prominent collector of Cultural Revolution material culture is Fan
Jianchuan (b. 1957). Fan was himself a child during the Cultural Revolution, and he
(p. 369) traces the beginning of his collection to his childhood. The young Fan, with a
cadre father under attack, went about collecting handbills and other materials to help his
father understand the shifting revolutionary currents.62 More recently, as a local official
turned real estate mogul, Fan has devoted the last decade to creating the eponymous
Jianchuan Museum Cluster, a sprawling complex of museums in Anren township, an hour
west of Chengdu in Sichuan Province. It has outdoor memorials, gathering spaces, and
museums that cover folk and material culture, the Second World War including the Flying
Tigers, the Mao era, and the recent Sichuan earthquake. The series of museums that cov
er the Mao era are labeled “Red Age,” and they include an exhibition hall devoted to “dai
ly necessities,” the life of sent-down youth, Mao-era mirrors and badges, and porcelain.
The Jianchuan Museum empire continues to expand; Fan consults on museum projects all
over China, he is currently collecting for a museum of China’s reform era, and he has lists
of exhibition halls planned. One of these proposed museums is even dedicated to the Cul
tural Revolution house search.
While the future house search museum will undoubtedly display the “four olds” of “old so
ciety,” the “Red Age” museums display the material culture of New China. In addition to
the dioramas of typical households described earlier, many of Fan Jianchuan’s exhibition
halls are stunning because of the sheer volume of objects presented: an entire museum is
devoted to different mirrors painted with revolutionary scenes and symbols, vast walls
are inlaid with clocks, and rooms unfold with case after case filled with items from every
day life: washbasins and toothbrushes, school textbooks and children’s comics, Mao
badges and I.D. cards (Figure 18.5).63
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Figure 18.5. A glass display case of enamelware
cups from the Mao era covered with political slo
gans, including “Chairman Mao is the red sun in our
hearts,” “The people’s communes are great,” “A sin
gle spark can light a prairie fire,” and “Long live the
Great Leap Forward,” Jianchuan Museum Cluster,
Anren Township, Sichuan Province.
Photograph by Denise Y. Ho (2014).

These collections of objects are the public face of an even larger collection: Fan Jianchuan
has a nationwide network of buyers that even stretches overseas; he measures his collec
tion in tens of thousands, in shipping containers, and in tons; and his warehouses (on and
off-site) contain avalanches of family photo albums, diaries, and stacks of personal
dossiers once destined for scrap. As Fan related in an interview, China’s economic takeoff
has meant that “all of China was moving house,” and he was there to take in Maoist
China’s detritus.64
Though Fan Jianchuan likened his Museum Complex to a “supermarket” from which visi
tors could pick and choose, his curatorial practice is actually far more complex. If the Mu
seum Complex is part Smithsonian, it is also part theme park and part individual library.
The logo for the Jianchuan Museum Cluster, a Sichuan opera mask superimposed with the
character for “chuan,” is everywhere in the complex, stamped on manhole covers and em
blazoned on glass cases. Fan himself appears on billboards, his books are in the museum
shops, and he even puts himself in the displays. Though Fan demurs from making judg
ments about history, the art installations within the museums clearly have a message. For
example, within the museum for sent-down youth is a field of broken mirrors, symbolizing
the shattered lives of the young people sent to the countryside. Similarly, the museum de
voted to mirrors is a white metal labyrinth designed to confuse the visitor, but as a ges
ture to the mirror as a classic metaphor for examining and learning from the past, a side
room displays original documents related to those labeled “enemies” (diwei dang’an) in
the Cultural Revolution. The museum of clocks echoes with (p. 370) their chiming, their
ominous ticking the backdrop for the violent photographs displayed nearby. After an exhi
bition has passed the censors, Fan Jianchuan even slips subversive material into the cas
es: reports of counterrevolution, cases of accidental death, top-secret messages describ
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ing resistance.65 One such document is the price list for confiscated objects, its very exis
tence evidence that someone profited by the sale of personal property, that New China
had a market for Old China’s luxury goods.
If the state was once the reluctant collector of the “old society” as a byproduct of Cultural
Revolution, today Fan Jianchuan and other collectors like him are active connoisseurs of
the “new society,” the everyday items of the socialist era. To most, these items are a small
curiosity that might tell a story for their grandchildren, like the retired police officer (b.
1942) who rushed into his room to bring me an envelope of saved ration tickets.66 To a
few, like Yang Peiming and Fan Jianchuan, it is a life’s work; the title of Fan Jianchuan’s
recent autobiography is The Great Museum Slave (daguannu). But it is less clear what
such a vast collection of the once-new society means. Since the writer Ba Jin called for a
national Cultural Revolution Museum in 1986, Chinese intellectuals (p. 371) have debated
what this would entail. Yang Peiming explained that few of his friends understand his
Shanghai Propaganda Poster Art Centre, and he himself wonders if such a museum will
memorialize the Cultural Revolution, or oppose it, and how?67 And although Fan
Jianchuan’s curatorial practice suggests otherwise, he was adamant in interviews that it
was his job to collect history. Future generations, he claimed, would be able to judge.68
Perhaps the difficulty with Cultural Revolution material culture is that the history of the
period lies mostly unreckoned. To some, Fan Jianchuan’s museums offer a moment of nos
talgia, or a vast repository of object lessons for children and grandchildren. For others,
the objects of the Mao period, whether quotidian necessities or politicized objects, repre
sent personal trauma or family tragedy. In a 2014 radio interview, a China historian based
in San Francisco told a story of seeing old copies of the Little Red Book at a garage sale.
An elderly Chinese man browsing the tables shook the Little Red Book in his face and
stretched open his mouth, telling him that Red Guards holding just this book had kicked
out all of his teeth.69 The objects of new society are thus still subject to interpretations di
verse and painful. In Yang Peiming’s posters collection and Fan Jianchuan’s museum, ob
jects are displayed with their titles, date, and provenance, but they are mostly left with
out further explanation, objects without a lesson.

Conclusion
What might the socialist and postsocialist afterlives of objects of “old society” and “new
society” tell us about China’s revolutionary experience? The initial attack on the “four
olds” suggests a hard line between the remnants of the China’s pre-Liberation past and
its revolutionary present. To sacralize the revolution, one needed to dispel the objects of
the old; the language with which old society was described, with its ox-demons and
snake-spirits, demonstrates the necessity of replacing one kind of idol with another. It is
no surprise that one of the most popular tropes of describing a new home in Maoist China
was that of an elderly grandmother, taking down paper gods and pasting up a Chairman
Mao portrait. Yet the real afterlives of such old objects, the archival record shows, were
far more flexible. Objects of the old society could be returned, repurposed, and resold.
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Two factors stand out: first, whether the object was earned through labor or exploitation,
giving an object alternately a proletarian or capitalist valance, and second, that property
ownership was linked to class, despite the fact that such labels continued to change over
time. Decades after the Cultural Revolution, the collection of objects from the once-“new
society” brings up new questions of memory and interpretation. In today’s consumer cul
ture, the once-sacred seems now profane. But the difficulty in building a Cultural Revolu
tion museum, and the persistence of assembling rather than interpreting its artifacts,
suggests that the objects of Mao’s “new society” have yet to be disarmed.
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Chinese Agrarian Law (1947) Article 8, “Village peasants’ associations shall take over the
landlords’ animals, agricultural implements, houses, grain and other properties.” See Ap
pendix A in William Hinton, Fanshen: A Documentary of Revolution in a Chinese Village
(New York: Random House, 1966), 616.
(14.) Interview in Shanghai, July 9, 2013.
(15.) Interview in Shanghai, July 20, 2013.
(16.) Sun Peidong, Shishang yu zhengzhi, 184–185. This chapter includes other examples
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(17.) See Fan Jianchuan, Jianchuan bowuguan jiangjieci (Narratives of the Jianchuan Mu
seum) (Independently printed book, 2007), 93–94.
(18.) Denise Y. Ho, “Revolutionizing Antiquity: The Shanghai Cultural Bureaucracy in the
Cultural Revolution, 1966–1968,” China Quarterly 207 (2011): 687–705.
(19.) Campaigns against superstition took place well before the Cultural Revolution. See
Shanghai Municipal Archive (henceforth SMA) B3-2–139, 27–29.
(20.) Interview in Shanghai, July 20, 2013. Qipao or cheongsam is a “traditional,” long,
tight-fitting dress made popular in the 1920s. As Tina Mai Chen points out, though the qi
pao was seen as bourgeoisie in Mao’s China, it could be reinscribed on the proletarian
body; model woman worker Liang Jun was ordered to have a qipao made before her visit
to the Soviet Union. Tina Mai Chen, “Dressing for the Party: Clothing, Citizenship, and
Gender-Formation in Mao’s China,” Fashion Theory 5 (2001): 151–153. But this meaning
could also be unstable; Wang Guangmei as China’s first lady wore qipao on a 1963 trip to
Indonesia, but she was publicly humiliated in qipao and ping-pong ball “pearls” in a 1966
Cultural Revolution struggle session. See Antonia Finnane, Changing Clothes in China:
Fashion, History, Nation (New York: Columbia University Press, 2008), 149–157 and 227–
228.
(21.) Interview in Shanghai, July 2, 2013.
(22.) Interview of Fu Jin in Shanghai, July 1, 2013.
(23.) Nien Cheng, Life and Death in Shanghai (London: Grafton Books, 1986), 69–95.
(24.) Jie Li, Shanghai Homes: Palimpsests of Private Life (New York: Columbia University
Press, 2015), 111.
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(26.) Interview in Shanghai, July 20, 2013.
(27.) Interview in Shanghai, July 2, 2013.
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(28.) Interview in Shanghai, July 15, 2013. Though “capitalist” and “landlord” were sepa
rate class categories in Mao’s China (and, indeed, included subcategories), in this case
the informant is referring to them together, and likely to the same kinds of luxury goods.
(29.) Paul P. Mariani, Church Militant: Bishop Kung and Catholic Resistance in Communist
China (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2011), 192 and 196. On the exhibition
of Bishop Gong, see SMA C27-1–51, 100.
(30.) Interview in Shanghai, July 1, 2013.
(31.) Interview in Shanghai, July 20, 2013.
(32.) Interview in Shanghai, July 3, 2013.
(33.) Interview in Shanghai, July 20, 2013.
(34.) Interview in Shanghai, July 15, 2013.
(35.) Interview in Shanghai, July 21, 2013.
(36.) Interview in Shanghai, July 7, 2013.
(37.) SMA B105-4-325-4, 6–7.
(38.) See “Hei wu lei,” in A Glossary of Political Terms of The People’s Republic of China,
compiled by Kwok-sing Li (Hong Kong: Chinese University Press, 1995), 150.
(39.) I located and copied this document from a glass case in the Jianchuan Museum Clus
ter, Anren, Sichuan. It was dated April 15, 1967, and its contents include a report from
the Shanghai Revolutionary Committee’s Small Group for Processing Confiscated Materi
als, sent to the Shanghai Revolutionary Committee. In 1980, a report gave the final tally
of houses searched at over 250,000, with a confiscated property valued at over six hun
dred million yuan, with an additional 3,220,000 cultural relics and 5,450,000 books. SMA
B1-9-228-74, 74.
(40.) “Zhonggong zhongyang guanyu wenhua dageming yundong zhong chuli hongweibing
chaojia wuzi de jixiang guiding” (Central Committee Regulations on Processing Confiscat
ed Property by Red Guards from the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution Movement),
March 20, 1967. In Zhongguo wenhua da geming wenku (Chinese Cultural Revolution
Database, henceforth WDGW). Here it is implied that a unit could retain a portion to fund
its activities.
(41.) SMA B22-3-10-13, 14–16.
(42.) SMA B22-3-10-13, 14b, 16. See also Jie Li, Shanghai Homes, 119.
(43.) SMA B22-3-10-13, 16. The document goes further to explain other classes of crimi
nals, to be treated as “bad elements.”
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(44.) SMA B226-3-10-13, 14b. Foreign securities were to be exchanged for foreign curren
cy, something that China desperately needed. But it appears that their renmibi amount
was held in the bank for the capitalists.
(45.) SMA B134-3–198, 2–13b. This document puts the total number of households at
200,000, but a later document estimates 270,000 (SMA B248-1–11, 11). In addition,
cadres who had participated in Liberation and intellectuals, found only with contradic
tions among the people (neibu maodun), could withdraw from their bank accounts.
(46.) SMA B248-2-148-13, 14–15.
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